


demands, could be paid for with the cost of 245 Trident missiles, 
and there would still remain another 419 missiles far the same 
increase in educatíon over the next 15 years. 

Finally, we venture to say that the cancellation of the third 
world's foreign debt, and its economic recuperation overten years, 
would cost a little more than ene sixth of the world's military 
spending during the same period. But with all this monstrous 
economic squandering, the waste of human resources is even 
more disturbing and painful: the war industry holds captive the 
biggest group of knowledgable persons ever united in any 
enterprise in the history of humankind. Their liberation is indispen
sable so that they help us to create, in the fields of education and 
justice, the only way of salvation from barbarity: a culture of peace. 

In spite of these dramatic certaintíes, the arms race gives no 
respite, At this very moment, a new nuclear warhead is being built. 
Tomorrow when we wake up, there will be nine more in the 
storehouses of death in the hemisphere of the rich. The cost of 
just ene of them would be enough to perfume the Niagara Falls 
with sandalwood, even if it were just for ene Sunday in autumn. A 
great novelist of our times once asked himself if the Earth is not 
the Hell of the other planets. Perhaps it is much less than that - a 
hamlet without memory, fallen from the hand of its gods in the last 
suburb of the great universal motherland. But there is an increas
ing suspicion that this is the only place in the solar system where 
the prodigious adventure of lite has taken place, and this leads us 
mercilessly to a disheartening conclusion: the arms race goes in 
opposite direction to intelligence. And it goes not only against 
human intelligence, but also against that of Nature -whose finality 
even escapes the clear-sightedness of the poets. Since the ap
pearence of visible life on Earth, 380 million years had to go by for 
a butterfly to learn the joys of flight, and another 180 million years 
far the creation of a rose with no other commitment than being 
beautiful, and four geological eras for human beings, in contrast 
with their pithecanthropus ancestors, to be able to sing better than 
the birds and to die of lave. lt is no credit to human talent, ín the 
Golden Age of Science, that it has conceived the way in which 
such a costly and colossal multi-millenary process can be sent 
back to the Nothing where it originated by the simple art of pressing 
a button. 

We are here to try and prevent that happening, adding our 
voices to the innumerable calls far a world without weapons and 
far peace with justice. But even if this occurs, and more so if it 
does, our meeting here will not be completely useless. Wrthin 
millions of millions of millenniums after the explosion, a triumphant 
salamander which will have travelled once again the entire scale 
of the species, will perhaps be crowned as the most beautiful 
woman of the new creation. lt depends on us, men and women of 
science, of the arts and literature, of intelligence and peace, it 
depends on ali of us that those who are invited to that chemerical 
coronation don't go to the party with the same fears we have today. 
With ali modesty, but also with ali determination of spirit, 1 propase 
here and now that we make a promise to conceive and tabricate 
an ark of memory, able to survive the atomic flood. A bottle of astral 
wrecks thrown into the oceans ot time, so that the new humanity 
knows from us what the cockroaches won't tell - that here, lite 
existed, that suffering prevailed and injustice dominated, but also 
that we knew lave and we were able to imagine happiness. And 
so that they know and make known for ali time who were those 
responsible far our disaster, and· how deaf they were to our 
demands for peace so that this life might be the best of ali possible 
lives, and with what barbarous inventions and for what mean and 
stingy interests they eliminated lite from the universe. ■
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